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Medieval French literature As is the case in other literary traditions, poetry is the earliest French literature; the
development of prose as a literary form was a late phenomenon in the late Middle Ages, many of the romances
and epics initially written in verse were converted into prose versions. In the medieval period, the choice of
verse form was generally dictated by the genre: The occitan troubadours were amazingly creative in the
development of verse forms and poetic genres, but their greatest impact on medieval literature was perhaps in
their elaboration of complex code of love and service called "fin amors" or, more generally, courtly love. By
the late 13th century, the poetic tradition in France had begun to develop in ways that differed significantly
from the troubadour poets, both in content and in the use of certain fixed forms. The new poetic as well as
musical: The best-known poet and composer of ars nova secular music and chansons was Guillaume de
Machaut. French poetry continued to evolve in the 15th century. Captured in the Battle of Agincourt , he was a
prisoner of the English from â€” and his ballades often speak of loss and isolation. Soon however, the impact
of Petrarch the sonnet cycle addressed to an idealised lover, the use of amorous pardoxes , Italian poets in the
French court like Luigi Alamanni , Italian Neo-platonism and humanism , and the rediscovery of certain Greek
poets such as Pindar and Anacreon would profoundly modify the French tradition. The new direction of poetry
is fully apparent in the work of the humanist Jacques Peletier du Mans. Ronsard also tried early on to adapt the
Pindaric ode into French. Throughout the period, the use of mythology is frequent, but so too is a depiction of
the natural world woods, rivers. Poetry at the end of the century was profoundly marked by the civil wars:
Classical French poetry[ edit ] Main articles: Poetry was used for all purposes. A great deal of 17th- and
18th-century poetry was "occasional", written to celebrate a particular event a marriage, birth, military victory
or to solemnize a tragic occurrence a death, military defeat , and this kind of poetry was frequent with
gentlemen in the service of a noble or the king. Poetry was the chief form of 17th century theater: The later
17th century would see Malherbe as the grandfather of poetic classicism. From the s, three poets stand out.
Jean de La Fontaine gained enormous celebrity through his Aesop inspired "Fables" â€” which were written in
an irregular verse form different meter lengths are used in a poem. Jean Racine was seen as the greatest
tragedy writer of his age. From a technical point of view, the poetic production from the late 17th century on
increasingly relied on stanza forms incorporating rhymed couplets, and by the 18th century fixed-form poems
â€” and, in particular, the sonnet â€” were largely avoided. The resulting versification â€” less constrained by
meter and rhyme patterns than Renaissance poetry â€” more closely mirrored prose. Victor Hugo was the
outstanding genius of the Romantic School and its recognized leader. He was prolific alike in poetry, drama,
and fiction. The sonnet however was little used until the Parnassians brought it back into favor, [3] and the
sonnet would subsequently find its most significant practitioner in Charles Baudelaire. The traditional French
sonnet form was however significantly modified by Baudelaire, who used 32 different forms of sonnet with
non-traditional rhyme patterns to great effect in his Les Fleurs du mal. French literature of the 20th century
Guillaume Apollinaire radicalized the Baudelairian poetic exploration of modern life in evoking planes, the
Eiffel Tower and urban wastelands, and he brought poetry into contact with cubism through his "
Calligrammes ", a form of visual poetry. Inspired by Rimbaud, Paul Claudel used a form of free verse to
explore his mystical conversion to Catholicism. Other poets from this period include: The First World War
generated even more radical tendencies. In writing and in the visual arts, and by using automatic writing ,
creative games like the cadavre exquis and altered states through alcohol and narcotics , the surrealists tried to
reveal the workings of the unconscious mind. Other writers associated with surrealism include: The surrealist
movement would continue to be a major force in experimental writing and the international art world until the
Second World War. Another important influence was the German poet Paul Celan. Many of these ideas were
also key to the works of Maurice Blanchot. The unique poetry of Francis Ponge exerted a strong influence on
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a variety of writers both phenomenologists and those from the group " Tel Quel ". Important French and
Francophone poets[ edit ].
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Gaul was overrun by Germanic tribes, in the north principally by the Franks who gave France its name and by
the Visigoths and Merovingians in the south. But the Latin speech survived: While it retained relatively few
Celtic words, the developing language had its vocabulary greatly enriched by Germanic borrowings, and its
phonetic development was influenced by Germanic speech habits. The 9th-century Norse incursions and
settlement of Normandy, by contrast, left few traces in the language. The Romans had introduced written
literature, and until the 12th century almost all documents and other texts were in Latin. A German version
also survives. Only a few other texts, all religious in content, survive from before about Early texts show a
broad division between the speech of northern Gaul, which had suffered most from the invasions, and that in
the more stable, cultured south, where the Latin spoken was less subject to change. From the last one stemmed
Anglo-Norman, the French used alongside English in Britain, especially among the upper classes, from even
before the Norman Conquest until well into the 14th century. Each dialect had its own literature. But, for
various reasons, the status of Francien increased until it achieved dominance in the Middle French period after
, and from it Modern French developed. Old French was a fine literary medium, enlarging its vocabulary from
other languages such as Arabic, Occitan, and Low Latin. It had a wide phonetic range and, until the decay of
the two-case system it had inherited from Latin, syntactic flexibility. The context and nature of French
medieval literature Whatever Classical literature survived the upheavals of the early Middle Ages was
preserved, along with pious Latin works, in monastic libraries. By encouraging scholars and writers,
Charlemagne had increased the Latin heritage available to educated vernacular authors of later centuries. He
also left his image as a great warrior-emperor to stimulate the legend-making process that generated the Old
French epic. There one finds exemplified the feudal ideal, evolved by the Franks, that was the means of
establishing a hierarchy of dependency and, thereby, a cohesiveness that would lead to a national identity. As
stability increased under the Capetians , windows opened onto other cultures and elements: The Roman
Catholic church grew in wealth and power, and by the 12th century its schools were flourishing, training
generations of clerks in the liberal arts. Society itself became less embattled, and the nobility became more
leisured and sophisticated. The machismo of the epics was tempered by the social graces of courtoisie: By the
13th century an additional source of patronage for writers and performers was the bourgeoisie of the
developing towns. New genres emerged, and, as literacy increased, prose found favour alongside verse. Much
of the literature of the time is enlivened by a rather irreverent spirit and a sometimes cynical realism, yet it also
possesses a countercurrent of deep spirituality. In the 14th and 15th centuries France was ravaged by war,
plague, and famine. Along with a preoccupation in literature with death and damnation, there appeared a
contrasting refinement of expression and sentiment bred of nostalgia for the courtly, chivalric ideal. At the
same time a new humanistic learning anticipated the coming Renaissance. The jongleurs , professional
minstrels, traveled and performed their extensive repertoires , which ranged from epics to the lives of saints
the lengthy romances were not designed for memorization , sometimes using mime and musical
accompaniment. Seeking an immediate impact, most poets made their poems strikingly visual in character,
more dramatic than reflective, and revealed psychology and motives through action and gesture. Such oral
techniques left their mark throughout the period. Most are anonymous and are composed in lines of 10 or 12
syllables, grouped into laisses strophes based on assonance and, later, rhyme. Their length varies from about 1,
to more than 18, lines. The genre prospered from the late 11th to the early 14th century, offering exemplary
stories of warfare, often pitting Franks against Saracens, that fire the emotions with their insistent rhythms.
Under the influence of the genre known as romance, however see below The romance , the chansons de geste
lost some of their early vigour. Their story lines became looser, their adventures more exotic, and their tone
often amatory or even humorous. Many were eventually turned into prose. Cycles formed as new songs were
composed featuring heroes, families, or themes already familiar. The epics in the Geste de Doon de Mayence
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deal with rebellious vassals, among them Raoul de Cambrai, in a gripping story of injustice and strained
loyalties. The First Crusade is handled, with legendary embellishment, in a minor cycle. Controversy
surrounds the origins of the genre and its development and transmission. It is not known how most of the
poems came to contain elements, somewhat garbled, from Carolingian history some years before their
composition. Some scholars believe in a continuous process of oral transmission and elaboration. Others
suppose the historical facts were retrieved much later by poets wishing to celebrate certain heroes, many of
whom were associated with pilgrim routes that the jongleurs could then ply with profit. In fact, very few texts
belong to the period before The romance The romance, which came into being in the middle of the 12th
century in France and flourished throughout the Middle Ages, was a creation of formally educated poets. The
earliest romances took their subjects from antiquity: Alexander the Great , Thebes , Aeneas , and Troy were all
treated at length, and shorter contes were derived from Ovid. The standard metre of verse romance is
octosyllabic rhyming couplets. It differs from the chanson de geste in concentrating on individual rather than
communal exploits and presenting them in a more detached fashion. It offers fuller descriptions, freer dialogue
, and more authorial intervention. There is more interest in psychology, especially in the love situations. The
universally popular legend of Tristan and Isolde had evolved by the midth century, apparently from a fusion of
Scottish, Irish, Cornish, and Breton elements, beginning in Scotland and moving south. The main French
versions both fragmentary are by the Anglo-Norman poet Thomas c. His first known romance, Erec et Enide
Erec and Enide , is a serious study of marital and social responsibilities and contains elements of Celtic
enchantment. Yvain ; ou, le chevalier au lion The Knight with the Lion treats the converse of the situation
depicted in Erec et Enide. The grail , first introduced here, was to become, as the Holy Grail, a remarkably
potent symbol. The unique Aucassin et Nicolette Aucassin and Nicolette , a charmingly comic idyll told in
alternating sections of verse to be sung and prose to be recited , pokes sly fun at the conventions of epic and
romance alike. Its first exponents were the Occitan troubadours, poet-musicians of the 12th and 13th centuries,
writing in medieval Occitan, of whom some are known by name. Among them are clerics and both male and
female nobles. The troubadours no longer considered women to be the disposable assets of men. The canso
French chanson , made of five or six stanzas with a summary envoi , was the favourite vehicle for their love
poetry; but they used various other forms, from dawn songs to satiric, political, or debating poems, all usually
highly crafted. Guilhelm IX, duke of Aquitaine see William IX , the first known poet in the Occitan language ,
mixed obscenity with his courtly sentiments. Among the finest troubadours are the graceful Bernard de
Ventadour ; Jaufre Rudel , who expressed an almost mystical longing for a distant love; the soldier and poet
Bertran de Born ; and the master of the hermetic tradition, Arnaut Daniel. Rutebeuf wrote verse in personal,
even autobiographical mode though the personal details are probably fictional on a variety of subjects: It
appears in pious and didactic literature and, as authorial comment, in other genres but more usually in general
terms than as particular, corrective satire. Human vice and folly also serve purely comic ends, as in the
fabliaux. These fairly short verse tales composed between the late 12th and the 14th centuriesâ€”most of
which are anonymous, though some are by leading poetsâ€”generate laughter from situations extending from
the obscene to the mock-religious, built sometimes around simple wordplay and frequently elaborate
deceptions and counterdeceptions. They are played out in all classes of society but predominantly among the
bourgeoisie. Many fabliaux carry mock morals , inviting comparison with the didactic fables. Realistic in tone,
they paint instructive pictures of everyday life in medieval France. They ultimately yielded in importance to
the farces, bequeathing a fund of anecdotes to later writers such as Geoffrey Chaucer and Giovanni Boccaccio.
Inspired partly by the popular animal fable , partly by the Latin satire of monastic life Ysengrimus ; Eng.
Ysengrimus , the collection of ribald comic tales known as the Roman de Renart Renard the Fox began to
circulate in the late 12th century, chronicling the rivalry of Renart the Fox and the wolf Isengrin, and the lively
and largely scandalous goings-on in the animal kingdom ruled by Noble the Lion. By the 14th century about
30 branches existed, forming a veritable beast epic. Full of close social observation, they exude the earthy
humour of the fabliaux; but, particularly in some of the later branches, this is sharpened into true satire
directed against abuses in church and state , with the friars and rapacious nobility as prime targets. Allegory
Allegory , popular from early times, was employed in Latin literature by such authorities as Augustine ,
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Prudentius , Martianus Capella , and, in the late 12th century, Alain de Lille. But the most influential
allegorical work in French was the Roman de la rose The Romance of the Rose , where courtly love is first
celebrated, then undermined. Guillaume, however, left the poem unfinished, with the dreamer frustrated and
his chief ally imprisoned. Courtly idealism is shunned for a practical, often critical or cynical view of the
world. Love, only one of many topics treated in the completed version, is synonymous with procreation; and a
misogynistic tone pervades the writing. The Treasure of the City of Ladies sets out in detail the important
social roles of women of all classes. Lyric poetry in the 14th century Allegory and similar conceits abound in
much late medieval poetry, as with Guillaume de Machaut , the outstanding musician of his day, who
composed for noble patronage a number of narrative dits amoureux short pieces on the subject of love and a
quantity of lyric verse. A talented technician, Machaut did much to popularize and develop the relatively new
fixed forms: A prolific writer, he dealt with public and private affairs, sometimes satirically; but he composed
little love poetry, and his work was not set to music. Jean Froissart , the chronicler, also wrote pleasantly in a
variety of lyric forms, as did Christine de Pisan, whose poetry had a greater individuality. There is an elegiac
tone to much of his graceful courtly verse. At the University of Paris, where he became Master of Arts in , he
acquired some learning but also became involved in rioting, robbery, and manslaughter. The Testament and
Other Poems. It uses the octets of the Lais interspersed with ballades and rondeaux and is similarly packed
with personal gossip, often tongue-in-cheek but leaving a bitter aftertaste. Following more brushes with justice
, Villon disappeared for good, narrowly escaping hanging. Commonly considered to have been the first
modern French poet, he brings a personal note to the familiar lyric themes of age, death, and loss and mixes
elegy with irony, satire, and burlesque humour. His verse shows great technical skill, a keen command of
rhythmic effects, and an economy of expression that not only enhances his lively wit but produces moments of
intensely focused vision and, in individual poems, moving statements of human experience. None of his
contemporaries or immediate successors was able to match the vigour of his verse. Often obsessed by metrical
ingenuity, extravagant rhymes, and other conceits, they favoured Italian as well as Classical models, thus
heralding the Renaissance. It is unfair, however, to judge them by their words alone, since music was, for
most, a vital ingredient of their art. Prose literature Prose flourished as a literary medium from roughly Other
Arthurian romances adopted it, notably the great Vulgate cycle written between and , with its five branches by
various hands. The Tristan legend was reworked and extended in prose. As well as traditional material, new
fictions appeared in prose, taking a very different view of love, and often in the form of short comic tales.
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However, there was one interesting case of "infiltration": Fables, parables, and didactic tales were not rare in
talmudic literature, and they remained part of the Jewish literary heritage throughout the Middle Ages.
Natronai ha-Nakdan and Isaac b. Literary transpositions also occurred, the medievalist Gustave Cohen being
the first to note that the midrashic tale of the blind man and the lame Sanh. The "Three Rings" tale was the
source of the anonymous 13th-century Dit du Vrai Aniel, a Christian author transforming the old fable into
propaganda for the Crusades. In the Middle Ages biblical knowledge was primarily the preserve of the clergy,
and it was through churchmen that Hebrew words, biblical expressions, idioms, and proverbs found their way
into the French language from the 12th century right up to the 17th. As elsewhere in Europe, various Hebrew
terms were absorbed by way of Greek and Latin. Certain French borrowings from Hebrew extend or modify
the original meaning: Hebrew idioms from the Bible found their way into French, as into other European
languages: The inclusion of Hebraisms was given a new impetus with two versions of the Bible: Until the
Reformation, these were the only full versions of the Scriptures in French. At the same time there sprang up a
widespread interest in the Hebrew language and the original biblical text. The post was not in fact given to a
Jew until the late 19th century. Humanism blazed a trail that was also followed by the new religious trends of
the 16th century â€” early liberal Evangelism and Calvinism. Later in the same century, Hebrew studies were
pursued in a more systematic manner, by both Catholics and Protestants. Biblical drama also makes its
appearance in the 16th century. This was a direct precursor of the classic French tragedy. The country and the
Temple are destroyed, the king taken into captivity and blinded. Minor biblical dramas of the period include:
Naturally enough, biblical or post-biblical influences are felt primarily among writers of Christian inspiration;
others return to the sources of classical antiquity. Here Israel is chosen for a particular mission to the world,
and other nations of antiquity, however powerful and important they might appear in relation to the Jews, are
but tools used by God to chastise or protect His chosen people. Israel is thus seen as the cornerstone of world
history. Pascal too, in his passionate search for God, saw in the Jews an exceptional and mysterious people,
appointed by Providence to preside over human destiny. The Bible was to be read, studied, and interpreted
symbolically, and Pascal drew heavily on the Midrash, which he considered a key to the understanding of the
Scriptures. Personally unfriendly toward the Jews, Voltaire, in his Dictionnaire Philosophique , simultaneously
attacked their alleged religious fanaticism and argued that Christians ought logically to practice Judaism,
"because Jesus was born a Jew, lived a Jew, died a Jew, and said expressly that he was fulfilling the Jewish
religion. French poets displayed a noticeable reverence for the Bible and found inspiration in the Holy Land.
After a grand tour which included Palestine, his Souvenirs, Impressionsâ€¦ Pendant un Voyage en Orient
looked prophetically to the future: Vigny, who knew the Bible by heart, based one-fifth of his poems on
biblical themes and filled them with Hebrew images and expressions. Hugo was the preeminent biblical poet
among the French Romantics. Babel, , like theirs, is prophetic, sometimes apocalyptic. Grosjean borrows
almost all his themes from the Bible and the Kabbalah. The titles of his verse collections are eloquent: The
Image of the Jew The appearance of Jewish characters in French literature is determined by the
socio-historical role of the Jews in France, where they lived from Roman times until the expulsion of In
medieval French literature, Jews generally appear in an unfavorable light. This attitude changes when they
convert. Confronted with the noble figure of the emperor, he readily accepts Jesus. In the 13th-century
Desputaison de la Synagogue et de la Saincte Eglise, a play by Clopin which may reflect the Paris disputation
of , the representative of the Synagogue i. The satirical poet Gautier de Coincy is particularly virulent against
Jews, portraying them as not merely stubborn and blind, but also as rich oppressors of the poor. In later
mystery plays , the Pharisees represent the "hypocritical Jews," the "Christ-killers," filled with hatred and
inspired by Satan. The performance of these plays in Paris was finally banned in Throughout the 16th and
17th centuries the Jew is, by and large, absent from the French scene, and is virtually ignored by writers of that
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period. Even the liberal Michel de Montaigne see below , a writer of partly Jewish descent who had personal
contact with Jews in Italy, makes only a few random allusionsto them in his Essays. Racine, however,
defended the Jews in his drama Esther, where the heroine pleads their cause. The Jews, declares Racine, are
peace loving, humble, and loyal to God and the king. Pascal also expresses his admiration for a Jewish people
miraculously preserved through the ages and unique among nations for its unswerving loyalty to God, for its
sincerity, and for its courageous devotion to the Law of Moses. During his 17 years in Metz, whose Jewish
community enjoyed royal protection, he met Jews and attempted to convert some of their youth. Thus
Montesquieu, who devotes no. Voltaire and the Encyclopedists, on the other hand, presented a generally
unsympathetic image of the Jews, whom they held to be as guilty of religious fanaticism as the Christians. In
the fourth book of his Emile , Rousseau, though scarcely better informed than his contemporaries, makes a
remarkable plea for a more objective and sympathetic understanding of the Jews. Then, and only then, shall
we know what they really have to say. In Manette Salomon , a novel by the Gon-court brothers Edmond and
Jules, the Jewish heroine is unsympathetically treated. She is the corrupting influence who forces the artist
Caridis to abandon his ideals. Les Rois en exil , by Alphonse Daudet , is a variation on the same theme. In his
dramas, Victor Hugo at first sacrificed truth to popular prejudice. Unpleasant Jewish types continued to make
their appearance in the novels Cosmopolis ; Eng. Zola, however, by placing the Jewish Gundermann opposite
a far more despicable Christian character, does succeed in restoring some sense of balance. In all these novels
the Jew or Jewess is a rapacious intriguer, endangering the security of the nation and corrupting morals.
Though often cast in the role of a prostitute, the Jewess in the short stories of Maupassant is treated
sympathetically and proves herself more noble than her non-Jewish associates. Thus in Mademoiselle Fifi , the
Jewess Rachel alone resists the offensive Prussian officer, emerging as a symbol of French patriotism and
courage. And in La femme de Claude , a drama by Alexandre Dumas fils, it is the Jewess Rebecca who
symbolizes feminine virtue and purity in a decadent and selfish society. Rosny present a fierce and proud
Jewess in La Juive The Dreyfus case inspired not only a spate of nationalistic and anti semitic novels, but also
some important works of an exactly opposite type by three great French writers. Society, eager to persecute
the defenseless Jew Pyrot, is depicted in all its cowardice and greed. Anatole France also presents a likeable
Jewish philologist, Schmoll, in Le lys rouge The central figure, a liberal journalist in search of truth and
justice, speaks out on behalf of Dreyfus, under the influence of an admirable Jewish friend, Woldsmuth. The
Affaire also directed the attention of two great Catholic writers toward Jewry. Two other writers of the period
introduced Jewish figures. The Jew was no longer merely a persecuted human being to be defended for the
sake of justice, but the bearer of a cultural and spiritual tradition worthy of a place in the broader French or
European heritage. Even Zionism inspired a novel: But it was Romain Rolland who, even before World War i,
had given Jewish values a broad and universal meaning for modern civilization. Not only had the Jew his own
traditions to contribute to the French heritage, he also had a special vocation in the western world, being the
bearer of "Justice for all, of universal Right. This deals with the friendship between two schoolboys, one a
Christian and the other a Jew. The persecution of the brilliant and idealistic Silbermann by his anti semitic
schoolmates forms the background to the story. The author, educated in a reactionary, anti semitic milieu,
describes how he is attracted by a sensitive and intelligent young Jew whom he meets in the trenches. Georges
Duhamel, in his serial novel La chronique des Pasquier â€”41 , presents a finely drawn Jew in Justin Weill, the
loyal and idealistic friend of the storyteller-hero. Although the liberal Duhamel makes his Jewish hero an
admirable figure, he is nevertheless presented as the perpetual stranger, alienated from both the French and the
Jewish traditions. Throughout the Chronicles it is this fundamental alienation that accounts for the
unsuccessful search for a Franco-Jewish synthesis. The same theme is given a slightly different interpretation
by Paul Nizan in La conspiration Here the hero, Bernard Rosenthal, failing to involve the girl he loves in his
own philosophical preoccupations, commits suicide. Roger Martin Du Gard devotes La belle saison , the third
volume of his family cycle Les Thibault, to the story of Antoine Thibault, a young doctor, and Rachel, his
Jewish mistress, who becomes intensely real although she is only seen through the eyes of her lover. World
War ii and Nazi persecution inspired few Jewish characters among French writers. The leading French writers
of the postwar period did not introduce Jewish figures into their works, perhaps because of the irreparable
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mental shock caused by the war. Essays and theoretical writings on the Jewish question by Sartre for example
were not rare, but Jewish characters and heroes became the exclusive concern of French Jewish writers. The
Jewish Contribution Although Jews made no specific contribution to French literature before the 13th century,
their links with French culture are more ancient. Even Hebrew-Old French dictionaries have survived. Fleg,
Anthologie juive , Its author was probably Jacob ben Judah de Lotra, who is known to have written a Hebrew
kinah elegy on the same theme. Jews also began to write secular French verse: With the expulsion of the Jews
from France in this literary activity came to an end, although Alsace, and occasionally Provence, remained
havens for Jewish refugees. After a gap of nearly years, writers of Jewish origin again made their appearance
on the French literary scene. A skeptical humanist, more deistic than Christian, Montaigne in his Essays.
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